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Statement of the Problem 
We are often faced with the problem of having to 
decide what classification to assign to a set of 
observations given that the observations are derived from 
one of several classes or groups. In Geophysics for 
example Shumway (1982) and Tjostheim (1975) have 
considered the classification of a given seismic pattern 
as coming from an earthquake or a nuclear explosion. In 
Engineering, the problem is that of detecting a radar 
signal or equivalently discriminating between a pattern 
generated by signal plus noise and noise alone. Similar 
questions exist in such diverse areas as Medicine, 
Speech and Agriculture. 
In all of the above circumstances we are required 
to use the available information about a given set of 
classes to identify the origin of a new data set 
according to some specified criterion. In this study we 
are interested in the classification of a time series that 
obeys the autoregressive model. 
We are concerned with the problem of classifying a 
1 
2 
given finite empirical time series YN=(y(l), y(2), ... , 
y(N))' into one of two mutually exclusive autoregressive 
(AR) populations (or classes) ~land ~2 having unknown and 
possibly different orders p1 and p2 respectively. YN is 
generated by a stochastic process from one of these 
classes and obeys the AR equation given by 
where 
p 
I ~jy(t-j) = £(t), t=p+l, ... ,N ' 
j=O 
(1) 
~0=1, {£(t)} is a sequence of independent and identically 
distributed normal random variables with mean zero and 
variance 1/r, r > 0, and~= (~1 , ... ,~P)', the set of AR 
coefficients, is a vector of solutions to the difference 
equation (1) such that the process {y(.)} is weakly 
stationary. We note that the difference equation in (1) 
may also be written as the following regression equation: 
y(t) = ~ly(t-1) + ~2y(t-2) ... ~py(t-p) + £(t), t=p+l, 
... ,N. The stationarity of a stochastic process is defined 
below. 
Stationary Stochastic Processes 
A real-valued stochastic process {y(t), t=0,±1, 
±2, ... } is said to be strictly or (strongly) stationary in 
distribution if for any n=l,2, ... and any n-tuple (t1 , 
... , tn) and k integers, 
where 
F(y(t1), ... , y(tn)) is then-dimensional distribution 
function of y(t1 ), , .. , y(tn}. 
3 
In this study, a weaker sense of stationarity will do. 
A stochastic pr~cess is said to be weakly or covariance 
stationary if the first two moments exist and are time 
invariant. This definition means that a covariance 
stationary process will have constant mean, variance and 
covariance. Henceforth the term stationary will refer to 
covariance stationary. 
The stochastic process may thus be characterized by 
the parameter 
e.=(q>.', -c., p.)', i=1,2. 
l. 1 1 1 
That is, if YN comes from class ~i' this fact is symbolized 
by 
YN. AR{p.), i=l,2. 
. 1 
The classification problem is to formulate a decision 
rule which divides the observation vector YN into two 
disjoint regions (c1 , c2 ) so as to minimize the probability 
of misclassification of YN into one of the classes a1 and 
{} 2. 
The probability of misclassifying YN that originates 
from class ~l is given by 
4 
where P(YN!e1 ) is the conditional probability of observing 
YN given that YN originates from class 11 and dYN = 
dy(l) •.. dy(N). Further, suppose m1 denotes the 
unconditional probability that YN comes from class 11 and 
c(l12) is the penalty or cost for misclassifying YN as 
coming from .a1 ·~hen it in fact comes from e2 . Then the 
expected cost of misclassifying YN that originates from 11 
is given by 
Defining m2 and c(211) similarly, the expected cost of 
misclassifying YN is 
For specified values of m1 and m2 , the Bayes solution 
to the classification problem is obtained {Anderson, :'.984) 
by assigning YN to class 11 if YN falls in the region 
defined by 
otherwise assign YN to , 2 • 
If m1=m2 , that is, the two classes are equally likely 
and if ~qual costs of misclassification are incurred, then 
the above assignment becomes 
* . 




is called the Discriminant Function. 
Now s12 (YN;e1 ,e2 ) is unknown since it depends on the 
unknown AR parameters e1 and e2 . The classical procedures 
estimate s12 (YN;e1 ,e2 ) by first estimating e1 and e2 and 
then replacing e1 and e2 with .their estimates. These 
estimation procedures are referred to as estimative 
methods and include the techniques of maximum likelihood, 
least squares, Burg, and Yule-Walker. This study proposes 
an alternative approach to the approximation of 
512(YN;(\ 182). 
The alternative procedure estimates s12 (YN;e1 ,e2 ) by 
replacing P(YNlei) with P(YNIXi)' called the predictive 
probability density of YN given the training realization 
Xi=(x(l}, x(2}, ... x(Ni)) from class ai' i=l,2. This 
classification procedure is performed in both time and 
frequency domains and is the basis of this investigation 
whose objectives are given in the following section. 
Research Objectives 
5 
1. Identify prior probability densities for the AR 
parameter e = (~, ~. p). These priors are given in Chapter 
III. The priors proposed for the AR order pare new and to 
the author's knowledge, have not been used elsewhere in 
6 
the literature. 
2~ Use the priors in objective 1 above to derive time 
domain and frequency domain predictive discriminant 
functi~ns for the classification of the test realization 
YN. The derived functions are unique and new because no 
value o·f the AR order is assumed; other forms of the 
predictive d-iscriminant functions assume known values of 
the order p. 
3. Conduct a simulation study to evaluate the relative 
performances of the estimative and predictive discrimination 
procedures. To the author's knowledge no such study has been 
done previously. The simulation study is done in Chapter IV. 
4. Compute the J-divergence rate (Shumway and Unger, 
1974). The J-divergence rate gives a measure of distance 
( the amount of information available f·or discriminating) 
between the two classes a1 and a2 • The J-divergence rate is 
defined as 
where 
and Ei is expectation with respect to class ei' i=l,2. 
I(i;Y) is the Kullback-Liebler discrimination information 
(Parzen, 1982) for measuring the distance between the 
spectral densities fy(w) of YN and fi(w) of Xi' the 
training realization from class~., i=l,2. 
l 
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Predictive discrimination .in the time domain involves 
the use of the predictive density of YN in the evaluation 
of the discriminant function. In the frequency domain, the 
discriminant function is based on the spectral density of 
YN evaluated at the frequencies 0, l/N, ... ,(N-1)/N. 
The Methodology of the Proposed Solution 
The basis for this research is the notion of 
predictive discrimination from the works of Geisser (1964), 
Dunsmore (1966), and Aitchison and Dunsmore (1975). The 
essence of this procedure is that P(YNlei) in the 
discriminant function in equation (2) is replaced by the 
predictive density P(YNIXi) defined by 
= 
= 
J P ( YN , e . , x . ) de 8, 1 1 
l 
P(Xi) 
J P ( YN te . , x . ) P ( x . 1 e . ) P ( e . > de . 8, l l 1 1 1 1 
l 






where ei is the support for ei' the test realization YN is 
independent of the training realization X. from class ~1., . l. 
P(Xi) and P(ei) are respectively the marginal probability 
densities of Xi and ei; given the AR parameter ei from 
class ii' P{YNl8i) and P{Xil8i) are respectively the 
conditional probability densities of YN and Xi. 
The primary purpose of this study is the 
classification rather than the identification of a given 
autoregressive time series of unknown order p. Hence p will 
be assigned an a priori probability density which will be 
eventually summed out in the course of the analysis. If the 
order pis known, or a reliable estimate exists, then the 
prior density becomes unnecessary and such knowledge would 
lend to a substantial reduction of the computational 
effort. 
Hermans and Habbema (1975) have demonstrated that in 
discriminating between two normal populations, the 
estimative procedure of maximum likelihood and the 
predictive discrimination have approximately equal error 
rates when there are a large number of training 
realizations. In the case of small sample sizes, however, 
simulation studies by Aitchison et al (1977) and Moran and 
MuJ:"phy (1979) have shown that the predictive approach has 
a lower error rate than the maximum likelihood procedure 
in discriminating between two multivariate normal 
populations. Aitchison and Dunsmore {1975) explain this 
discrepancy by the fact that whereas the estimative 
" 
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procedures ignore the sampling variability of e.(X.) (that 
1 1 
is, ei estimated from the training data Xi generated from 
class ~i), the predictive density weights the possible 
distributions of P(YNl~i) on the plausible values of ei' 
i=l,2. In our case, we will examine the error rates from 
the predictive and estimative procedures for the 
classification of time series. In particular, we will be 
interested in finding out if the conclusions stated above 
hold when we discriminate time series data from an 
autoregressive process. It is also of interest to relate 
the classification of a time series to the overall scheme 
of time series analysis. This relationship is best 
explained by first stating the usual objectives of time 
series analysis. 
The Analysis of Time Series 
The study of time series usually starts with a 
determination of the model that best describes the series. 
The representations for time series are defined in terms 
of the stochastic·processes, linear or nonlinear, that 
give rise to the series. This study considers only linear 
processes and may be represented by moving average (MA), 
autoregressive (AR) or a combination of these, referred to 
autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models. These models 
are defined in the next section. 
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(i) Time Series Models 
Moving Average Processes. The moving average model for 
the time series y(t} is a linear combination of a sequence 
of uncorrelated random variables given by 
y(t) = ,µ + £(t) + "'1£(t-l) + 1P2£(t-2) + ... 
a> 
= µ l"'jd t-j) , 
j=O 
where v,0 =l, {E(t)} is a sequence of uncorrelated random 
variables from a fixed distribution with constant mean and 
variance. {£(t)} is called a white noise process. 
If only q of the v, weights are nonzero, that is, t#it=O, 
if k>q, then the resulting process is called a moving 
·average process of order q and is denoted as MA(q}. 
Autoregressive (AR) Processes. The autoregressive 
model for y(t) is obtained by regressing y(t) on its past 
values and a white noise process, {e(t)}. That is, 
y(t) = "'1y(t-l) + "'21Ct-2) + ••• + E(t) 
a> 
= l"'jy(t-j} +£(t). 
j=l 
If only p of the q, weights in the above representation 
are nonzero, then the resulting process is said to be an 
autoregressive process of order p, and is denoted as AR(p). 
11 
Autoregressive moving average (ARMA) Processes. A 
difficulty that is often encountered in restricting a time 
series model to only the autoregressive or the moving 
average is that a very large number of parameters may be 
needed. An alternative to either model is the mixed 
autoregressive·moving average ARMA(p,q) given by 
y(t) = ,p1y(t-l) + ,p2y(t-2) + 
'1£(t-l) + 1P2t(t-2) + 
. . . + ,ppy(t-p) + 
+ 1Pqt(t-q) + t(t). 
The analysis of a given time series typically 
involves descriptive, inferential, forecasting and control , 
procedures. The basic features of each of these analy'tical 
schemes are given next. 
(ii) Describing a Time Series 
Sample statistics and graphs are used to describe a 
time series in order to have a better understanding of the 
stochastic process that generated the series. In the time 
domain analysis, some of the statistics that are used most 
often include the autocorreiation coefficient, the partial 
autocorrelation coefficient and the autocovariance • 
. Given a time series Yn=(y(l}) y(2), ... ,y(n))' of 
length n, the autocorrelation coefficient of lag vis 
defined by 
p(v>= ;Hn, I)= 1,2, ... p, 
where 1(v) =Cov(y(t+v), y(t)) is the autocovariance 
function of lag v; 1(0), the autocovariance of lag O is 
12 




$(v) 9{v) = -, 
~{O) 
n-v 
~<v> = i I<y{t+v)-y){y(t>-y> , v < n, 
t=l 
n 
y = ! }:y{t). 
t=l 
. ( 4) 
A plot of ~{v) versus vis called the correlogram. The 
correlogram is useful for identifying an MA(q) process. If 
the correlogram of a time series vanishes after lag q, then 
the series may be identified as having the moving average 
structure with lag q. 
The partial autocorrelation coefficient of lag vis 
the correlation coefficient between y{t) and y(t+v) 
after eliminating the linear effect of y(t+l) , ... , 
y{t+v-1). Given the autoregressive series of order p, the 
sample partial autocorrelation coefficient, denoted Qj' 
j=l,2, .•. ,p, is obtained by simul~aneously solving the set 
of linear equations: 
p 
ick>=I Qj~<k-j}, k=l, ... ,p. 
j=l 
The graph of ~j versus j is called the sample partial 
13 
autocorrelogram and drops to zero for all j>p. The partial 
correlogram is extremely useful for a preliminary estimate 
of the AR order. 
Other descriptive measures usually considered in a 
preliminary time series analysis are given in the 
frequency domain. The basic theory of the frequency domain 
(or spectral analysis) of time series is given in the last 
section of this chapter. In this section, we will only 
define and interpret the spectral density function, the 
(cumulative) spectral distribution function, the 
periodogram and the cumulative periodogram. 
The sample spectral density of Yn=(y(l), ... ,y(n))' for 
the frequency~ is 
n 
f(wk)= ! IL y(t)exp(2:rrj(t-l)~)t 2 , 
t=l 
k-1 where j=/(-1), ~= ~, k=l,2, ... , [n/2]+1 and [x] is the 
largest integer less than o~ equal to x. The graph of 
" 
f(wk) versus wk is called the periodogram of Yn. The 
periodogram exhibits peaks at frequencies that correspond 
to periodicities in the series yn·and is thus useful for 
determining the periodicities of an AR series. The 
periodogram of a white noise (purely random) series is 
flat and without any peaks. This flatness property may be 
utilized for a preliminary identification of a white noise 
time series. 
There are equivalent expressions for the ordinate of 
the periodogram that are often used. These include the 
standardized periodogram ordinates 
A 
and log{ f;~)}, 
where 
n n 
~2 = ! I< y < t > -y > 2 and y = ! 2 y(t). 
t=l t=l 
The sample spectral distribution function of Yn is 
' 
k=l,2, ... ,q and q=[n/2]+1. 
Jumps in the cumulative periodogram, the plot of F(Wit) 
versus ',c, at various values of wk correspond to 
periodicities at the resp.ective frequencies. 
(iii) Inference 
The statistical inferences in time series analysis 
deal for the most part with the estimation and testing of 
time series models as well as the distributional 
properties of estimators. Both parametric and 
nonparametric techniques for model estimation are well 
14 
covered in most texts on time series analysis. These 
include Box and Jenkins (1976), Priestley (1981), Diggle 
(1990} and Wei (1990}. In this study, we sununarize, for 
fixed order p, the estimation of ,p and,; for an AR(q,>,1:,p). 
The estimation procedures are due to Burg (1967, 1968) 
and Yule-Walker (Box and Jenkins (1976)} and are briefly 
stated next. 
The Yule-Walker estimate for ,pis obtained by 
replacing p and.the matrix P with the sample estimates in 
the following Yule-Walker equations: 
P,p = p, 
where 
p = p{l) 1 . • . p(p-2) ( 
1 p(l) . . . p(p-1)] 
~<p-1> icp-2> • • . i ' 
p={l,p(l),p(2}, ... ,p(p-1)}', ~(~), v=O,l, ... ,p-1 is as 
defined in equation (4). The estimated white noise 
variance ~-l is given by 
p 
~-1 = I ~(j)~(j), 
j=O 
15 
where 9(j) is the sample covariance function is as defined 
by equation (4). The other estimative procedure is due to 
Burg (1967, 1968). 
A-1 The expression for 't above is readily obtained from 
multiplying 
16 
y{t)=fy{t-l)+fy(t-2)+ ... +fy{t-p)+E(t) 
by y(t) and taking expectations, noting that E(y(t)E(t)) = 
L-l, the white noise variance. 
If Yn N AR(p) and pis fixed,, and L may be 
estimated by an entropy-based procedure due to Burg (1967, 
1968). Burg's procedure has been found to produce a 
superior estimator to that due to Yule-Walker in the case 
of small sample sizes, and also when Yn is close to being 
nonstationary. The computational algorithms for the Burg 
and Yule-Walker procedures are given in Chapter III, 
section 3.1. If the order p of the AR series is fixed· and 
unknown, numerous procedures exist for the estimation of 
p. 
The estimation of the AR order p of a time series has 
received considerable attention from researchers in time 
series analysis. The vast literature on this topic deals 
with various estimatio.n criteria, many of which are 
related. The AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) of Akaike 
(1971, 1974), and various forms of it, have become some of 
the most widely accepted of the criteria. The AIC for a 
time.series of order j is defined.as 
,., 
AIC(j)=-2logL(a)+2j, j=0,1,2, ... 
where Q={Q1 ,~2 , •.. ,Qj)' are the maximum likelihood 
.... 
estimates of the model parameter a and L(a) is the 
likelihood function of a. The AIC determines the order by 
selecting the j for which AIC(j) is a minimum. 
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Shibata (1976) has shown that the AIC is inconsistent 
and tends to overestimate the true order no matter how 
large the sample size. Schwarz (1978) and Hannan and Quinn 
(1979) have modified the AIC to ensure consistency by 
replacing 2j in AIC(j) with log(n) and log(log(n)) 
respectively. tutkepohl (1985) has used simulation 
studies of certain multivariate processes to compare most 
of the current order estimation criteria. Having 
understood the underlying stochastic process that 
generates a time series and having estimates of the model 
parameters, we would want to use such information to · 
predict or forecast, and possibly control, the future 
values of the time series. 
·(iv) Forecasting and Control 
An important component of time series analysis is 
forecasting, that is, predicting the future behavior of a 
time series. The ability to correctly forecast a process 
enables us to control, or at least prepare an appropriate 
response to, the future behavior of the process. The 
importance attached to forecasting is reflected in the 
considerable literature on forecasting techniques. 
standard forecasting techniques such as the Box-Jenkins 
approach may be found in most texts on time series 
analysis such as Box and Jenkins (1976) and Anderson 
(1984). In this study, we are concerned with identifying 
18 
the origin of a given series rather than the forecasting 
of future values of that series. We are also interested in 
how time series discrimination relates to the classical 
analysis of time series. 
The problem of time series discrimination is essentially 
an inferential procedure since, in contrast to 
forecasting, discriminant analysis and the conclusions 
therein pertain only to the current observation at hand. 
Predictive discrimination differs from the standard or 
classical discriminant analysis only in the way that the 
discriminant function in equation (3) is approximated. 
Frequency Domain Analysis 
Frequency domain analysis may be defined as inference 
regarding the spectral density function. The principal 
concept in the frequency domain (or spectral) analysis of 
a time series is that the series can be expressed in terms 
of independent sinusoids. A sinusoid is a combination of 
sines and cosines. In general a discrete stationary time 
series y(t) measured at unit intervals has the spectral 
representation (Priestley (1981), Newton (1988)) given by 




where u(w) and v(w) are uncorrelated stochastic processes 
with orthogonal increments. The expression of y(t) as the 
sum of independent frequency components is analogous to 
the analysis of variance where the effect of a treatment 
on an experimental unit may be viewed as the sum of 
linear, quadratic and higher-order effects that are 
statistically independent. An important time domain 
measure that has a spectral representation is the 
autocovariance function 1(u): 
1 
1(v)=J cos(2ffl)(i))dF(w), v=O, l, 2, . . . , 
0 . 
where F(w) is called the spectral distribution function 
and represents the contribution to the variance of the 
series by all the frequencies in the range (O,w). The 
total variation of the series is thus F(l) given by 
F(l)=1(0)=variance of y(t). 
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For~ discrete stationary process, F(w) is a continuous 
function on (0,1) and may therefore be differentiated with 
respect tow in (O,l). Hence 
f ( ) - dF(w) 
w - dw ' 
...• 
where f(w) is called the spectral density function or 





The quantity f(w) represents the contribution to the 
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variance of components with frequencies in (w,w+dw). Thus 
a peak in the periodogram implies an important 
contribution from the frequencies in that interval. It 
turns out that just as the autocovariance function 1(w) of 
a stationary stochastic process can be expressed in terms 
of f{w) as a cosine transform, an inverse relation exists 
whereby f(w} is the following Fourier transform of 1(v): 
a> 
f (w)= ; l l(1J)ei(&)1J. 
v= -oo 
The autocovariance function and the spectral density 
function are thus a Fourier pair. 
Chapter II provides a historical perspective to the 
classification problem with particular attention to time 
series and predictive analysis. The main results of this 
study are given in chapter III. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Time series has been studied since the 1920's but most 
of the literature is devoted almost exclusively to model 
estimation and forecasting techniques. A series of 
observations indexed in time often produces a pattern 
which may form a basis for discriminating among different 
classes of events. The Discriminant Analysis of Time 
Series may be studied in the time domain or the frequency 
domain. McLachlan's book (1992) offers not only a good 
account of the recent developments in discriminant 
analysis but also provides an extensive-bibliography of 
the literature in the field. 
The problem in time series discrimination in time 
domain is that one observes a discrete parameter time 
series {y(t), t=l, ... ,N} at each of N points in time with 
the objective of classifying the observed series into one 
of two mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories 11 and 
12 . The sampled time series is conveniently represented as 
an Nxl vector YN=(y(l),y(2), ... ,y(N))'. The classification 
problem then reduces to one that is well covered in 
standard texts on Multivariate Statistical Analysis such 
21 
as Anderson (1984). The standard optimal classification 





{}2 , otherwise. 
C 
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When P(YNl8i} are Multivariate Normal, MVN{µ.i,Li}' 
i=l,2 the above rule is reduced to Wald's (1944) criterion 
which, after simplification, classifies YN into 
{
~l' if W(YN)~log(c); 
{} 2, otherwise, 
where the discriminant function W(YN) is given by 
1 -1 W(YN)=Y'l - 2 (µ1-µ2}'E (µl-µ.2) 
and 
The discriminant function W(YN} will provide the basis 
for assessing the error rate of our rule and will be 
estimated from the training ·realizations. The error rate 
is the estimated probability of misclassification and in 
this study will be defined as the proportion of 
misclassifications to the total number of test 
realizations. The distributional properties of W(YN) have 
been studied by Wald (1944) and Anderson (1951). An 
alternative classification rule based on the likelihood 
ratio criterion involves the discriminant function Z(YN) 
given by 
where x. is the mean vector of the training realizations 
l. 
averaged over N~ units, i=l,2, YN is the mean vector of 
the test realization averaged over N units, Sis the 
covariance matrix of the test realization YN and n=N1+N2 . 
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The distribution of Z(YN) is known (Anderson, 1984) to 
be asymptotically equivalent to that of W(YN). However the 
immense difficulty in calculating their exact distributions 
has turned efforts to their limiting distributions. 
Okamoto (1963, 1973) has obtained the asymptotic 
expansions of W(YN) and Z(YN) to terms of order n-~ while 
Siotani and Wang (1975, 1977) have extended the expansions 
to terms of order n-3 . The complexity in evaluating these 
probability distributions coupled with the cumbersome 
matrix calculations ir>.volved have severely limited the use 
of these time domain rules. An attractive alternative form 
of analysis is found in spectral (or frequency domain) 
analysis. The use of spectral approximations in statistical 
discrimination has been fairly standard since the early 
1950's. Shumway (1982) has used approximations by Wahba 
(1968), Liggett (1971) and Shumway and Unger (1974) to 
discriminate between earthquakes and nuclear explosions. 
Tjostheim (1975) and Tylor and Marshall (1991} have 
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utilized autoregressive techniques t~ classify earthquakes 
and nuclear explosions. In Dargahi-Noubary and Laycock 
(1981) the Kullback-Leibler information measure has been 
used to identify the relevant frequency bands for the 
discrimination of stationary time series while an estimate 
of the error rate is derived from spectral ratios. 
Dargahi-Noubary (1992) has further shown that if classes 
have equal mean functions, discrimination based on the 
frequency with the largest Kullback-Liebler information is 
equivalent to classification based on the best linear 
discriminant. 
Kashyap (1978) has however demonstrated that in 
discriminating among autoregressive processes the 
methodology of time domain analysis can be simplified to a 
useful form. Utilizing the autoregressive structure of the 
observation vector YN' he derived an optimal feature which 
is not only amenable to easy computation but more 
importantly possesses all the information contained in YN 
that is relevant for classification. The resulting optimal 
classification rule, unlike the procedure suggested by 
Wald.(1944) and related forms of it, is not quadratic in 
all the feature components, even for large N. Krzysko 
(1983) has extended Kashyap's (1978) results to 
multivariate autoregressive processes and, has also 
investigated the true order of the multivariate 
autoregressive equation by minimizing the posterior risk. 
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The time domain analysis portion of this study will be 
done along the lines of Kashyap (1978) and Krzysko (1983) 
but will incorporate the notion of predictive analysis in 
discriminating between autoregressive classes. The 
spectral analysis will be treated principally along the 
lines of Cook (1985), Dargahi-Noubary and Laycock (1981) 
and Dargahi-Noubary (1992). This study incorporates 
predictive analysis in the discrimination of time series. 
A brief discussion of the basic concept of the predictive 
procedure is appropriate at this stage. 
Predictive Analysis 
The essential feature of Statistical Predictive 
Analysis is that from the information at our disposal we 
wish to make some reasoned statement about a future 
observation. Formally the predictive density of a future 




.Jeffreys (1961), by the formulation above and, Fisher 
(1935) from the fiducial argument, derived the predictive 
density for observations following a univariate normal 
density. Zellner and Chetty (1965) derived the predictive 
distributions for the multivariate regression model. 
Geisser (1964, 1966, 1982) has applied the multivariate 
normal extension of Jeffrey'_s (1961) derivation to 
discriminant analysis. 
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The Bayesian predictive discrimination of time series 
overlaps with the general Bayesian analysis of time series 
as formulated by Zellner (1971). Harrison and Stevens 
(1976) and Cho~ (1975) derived Bayesian forecasting 
techniques that are based on the Bayesian predictive 
distribution of future observations. The use of the 
predictive density function for forecasting has been 
studied further by Shaarawy and Broemeling (1984) and by 
Broemeling and Land {1984). 
In this study we are interested in the use of 
predictive densities for the discrimination of 
autoregressive processes of unknown and possibly different 
orders. The various analytical procedures in both the time 
and frequency domains are given in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER III 
TIME SERIES DISCRIMINATION 
Preliminaries 
The observed time series vector YN=(y(l), y(2), ... , 
y(N))' from the AR process of unknown order p may be 
partitioned into 
YN=(Y0 , Z)', 
where Y0 =(y(l), ... ,y(p))' serves as the set of initial 
conditions to the difference equation (1) in Chapter I and 
Z=(y(p+l), ... ,y(N))'. Hence the difference equation (1) 











,p = ("i I "2 I •••I ,pp)' 
y(l) 
y( 2) ] 
y(N-p) . 
£ = (£(p+l), £(p+2), ... , £(N))'. 
Since Y0 contains virtually no information about e, 
the distribution of YN can be expressed as (Kashyap 
(1978)): 
(5) 
( ) (N-p)/2 ( ) P(YNIB) = ~TC exp - ~ (Z-Wrp)'(Z-Wrp) P(Yo), (6) 
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where P(Y0 )=P(Y0 te). 
We introduce the following notation: The statistics with 
A and N are computed respectively from the training data 
Xi from the class ~i' i=l,2 and from the test realization 








N N N N 
Now, from (Z-Wrp)'{Z-Wrp)=[(Z-Wrp)-(Wrp-Wrp)]'[(Z-Wrp)-(Wrp-Wrp)] 
N N N N 
=(Z-Wtp)'(Z-Wrp)+(rp-rp)'W'W(rp-q,), 
we may equivalently express the probability density of YN 
from equation (4) as 
P(YH I e) = P(Yo) ( +,.) (H-p) '!xp (-+ {H;-1+cr;)'ll'll(q>-;)}) 
(7) 
We may similarly express the probability density 
function of Xi=(x(l), x(2), •.. , x(Ni))' together with the 
corresponding statistics i. and ~:1 . The distributional 
J. J. 
form of YN and Xi defined above will be utilized in the 
derivation of the discriminant functions in the time 
domain. The rest of this chapter describes the 
estimative and predictive discrimination procedures."'' 
In the time domain analysis of time series, we assume 
that observations are taken at discrete and equal intervals 
over a finite period. The purpose of time domain 
discrimination is thus to classify time series that are 
ordered according to the sequence in which they were 
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collected or observed. This time domain discrimination 
involves the evaluation of the discriminant function given 
in equation (2) of chapter II, and reproduced here as 
( 
P(YNIB1) ) 
612<YN; 81,82) = ln P(YNle2> , 
where P(YNlai) is defined in equation (4) and YN originates 
from class i. 
In the frequency domain, the classification of the 
test realization YN into one of two AR classes f 1 and ·f2 
is essentially a test of the hypothesis 
where fy(<i>l8i)' as defined in section 3.2.4, is the 
spectral density of YN given that YN is generated by 
AR(pi)' i=l,2. 






f i (<a>) 
where fi(<i>) is the spectral density of Xi' i=l,2. 
The information divergence above is also referred to 
as a measure of the distance between the spectral densities 
defined. We may thus define the following discriminant 
function for the classification of YN into one of the 
classes 81 and ~2 : 
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012(YN;fl, f2) = I(fy(w);f 1 (w)) - I(fy(w);f 2 (w)) 
1 
+I{ fy(c.>) fy(c.>) + log ( f2(c.>) ) }™· (8) = ---f 1 (w) f 2(w) f 1(w) 
0 
The discriminant rule in the frequency domain is given 
as follows: 
otherwise classify YN into 1 2. 
Both the discriminant rules of equation (2) in the 
time domain and of equation (8) depend on rp, L, and p, the 
parameters of the AR model. Estimative Discrimination and 
Predictive Discrimination in the sections that follow are 
attempts at the evaluation of the discriminant functions. 
Estimative Discrimination 
The estimative approach to discrimination estimates 
I\ I\ 
the discriminant function by replacing ei with ei' where ei 
is the estimate from the training realization Xi' i=l,2. 
The discriminant function 2012 , from equations (3) and (7), 
becomes 
(N-p1 )log( ~) + L 2 (Z-Wrp2 )'(Z-Wrp2 ) 
(9) 
- (N-p 2)log( ~) - -r1 (Z-Wq>1 )'(Z-Wrp1 ). 
For specified AR orders p1 and p2 , the problem is to 
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determine estimates of the AR parameters fi and ~i' i=l,2. 
If pis known and fixed, then fk (k~p) is defined as 
the k-th element of the p-dimensional vector~· However to 
accomodate changing values of the dimension p, we introduce 
a second subscript as follows: ~k . refers to the k-th 
, J 
element of the j-dimensional vector~· This convention will 
be used in the recursive formulations of Burg and 
Yule-Walker in the next two sections. 
Burg Estimation 
The Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) for estimating f and 
~ of an AR(e) process, e=(f,~,p), and a given order p was 
first formulated by Burg (1967, 1968). For a series of 
limited length, this procedure has been shown to be 
superior to other estimation methods for spectral 
estimation. See for example Ulrich and Bishop (1975). MEM 
is essentially a recursive formulation that estimates the 
AR parameters (for known order p) by utilizing only the 
existing sample information. That is MEM, unlike other 
spectral estimators, such as Yule-Walker, makes no 
assumptions on the extension ·of the available sample 
information. 
The recursion suggested by Burg (1967,1968) is very 
similar to that used in Yule-Walker estimation outlined in 
Box and Jenkins (1976, p.82). The principal difference 
between these two recursions is the way partial 
autocorrelations are estimated by the Burg formulation. 
Suppose that Xn=(x(l), ... , x(n) )' .. AR(p) model and 
satisfies: 
p 
I q>kx<t-k) = t(t>, 
k=O 
t=p+l, ... ,n, 
·where £(t) is white noise (or prediction error) with 
variance 1/T. The p-point prediction filter is the set of 
coefficients q>=(q>1 ,q>2 , ••. ,q>p)' and pis the length of the 
prediction filter. 
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To estimate the prediction filter of length p(~l), the 
Burg procedure starts by estimating the coefficient for 
, 
p=l and then p=2 and so on. When p=l, the Burg estimate 




2 l x(t)x(t+l) 
t=l 
n-1 
I {[x{t)J 2 ~ [x(t+l)] 2} 
t=l 
The recursion formulation for an arbitrary filter of 
length pis given by Andersen (1974). The estimation 
procedure involves the following steps: 
Step 1: For m=l, find $1 , 1 as given above. 
Step 2: Increase m by 1 and Compute 
a{m,t)=a(m-1,t)-Q 1 1b(m-l,t) m- ,m-
and A b{m,t)=b(m-1,t+l)-m 1 1a(m-l,t+l), "'m- ,m-
where a{l,t)=x(t) and b(l,t)=x(t+l). 
Step 3: Compute = n-m 
n-m 
2 l x(t)x(t+m) 
t=l 
l {[x(t)] 2 + [x(t+m)] 2} 
t=l 
Step 4: Compute A A (A ) (A _) k~-2 p "'m,k="'m-1,k- <Pm,nt' <Pm-1,m-K' - , ... , · 
Step 5: Estimate the white noise variance as follows: 
A-1 _ A-1 (l-/\2 ) 
-rm - -rm-1 'Pm,nt' · 
If m<p, return to step 2; 
if m=p, stop. The Burg estimates are given by 
A /\ A A 
'/J = ('/Jl,p' 'P2,p' ... , 'Pp,p)' 
A-1 A-1 ( A2 ) and -r = -rp-l 1-'Pp,p . 
Yule-Walker Estimation 
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The Yule-Walker estimates for the AR Coefficients (for 
known AR order p) are obtained by solving the Yule-Walker 
equations given in section 1.2, Chapter I. The recursion 
for performing the computation is as follows (Box and 
Jenkins, 1976): 









Step 2: Incr~ase m by 1 and compute 
' m-1 
~(m) - L ~m-1, j ~(m-j} 
j=l 
m-1 
1 - I: $m-1,j tcj) 
j=l 
where $m-, k = ~ m-l, ~ = _!_!!l_,_!l\_!_~_-l, p-k , k= 1, ••• , p-1, 
and ~(j), j=l, ••. ,p is the estimated autocorrelation of 
·lag j, defined by 




9(j) = l (x(t~j)-i)(x(t}-i), 
t=l 
n 
X = fi: 2 x(t}, 
t=l 
n 




Step 3: If m<p, return to step 2; 
if m=p, stop. The Yule-Walker estimates are given by 
6 = <" " " ) ~ Tl,p' T2,p' •• •1 Tp,p I 
and 
Estimative Discriminant Functions 
The Burg discriminant function in the time domain is 
obtained by replacing the parameters of equation (9) with 
the following estimates: 
Substitute ~i for pi using the Schwarz (1978) or 
other estimation criterion; 
replace 'Pi and Li with the Burg estimates described in 
the previous section. 
In the frequency domain, obtain the Burg discriminant 
function using the estimates in the above paragraph in 
equation (8). 
The Yule-Walker discriminant functions are obtained in 
an equivalent way. The Schwarz (1978) or some other 
criterion is used for the estimation of p .. . 1 
Predictive Discrimination 
The starting point of predictive discrimination is the 
prior density for the AR parameter e.=(qJ,', L•, p.)', i=l, 
1 1 1 l. 
2. The joint probability density of e. may be expressed as 
1 
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the product of the following probability densities: 
P(e. )=P(qi.1-r. ,p. )P(-r. Ip. )P(p.), i=l,2. 
]. ]. ]. ]. ]. ]. ]. 
The predictive approach to statistical discrimination 
proposed by Geisser (1964, 1966) replaces P(YNlei) with the 
predictive density, P(YNIXi) defined as 












is the marginal probability density of the training 
realization x. from class~., i=l,2 and P(p.) is the 
]. ]. ]. 
probability distribution of the AR order pi from class ~i' 
The expressions for P(ei) and P(YNlei) will be extremely 
useful for the determination of predictive densities in 
the time and frequency domains. 
Probability Distributions for the AR order 
(1) Subjective Prior Distribution. The motivation for 
this subjective prior arises from Akaike's (1971, 1974) 
Information Criterion (AIC) for the estimation of p. 
Schwarz (1978) modified the AIC to ensure consistency of 
the estimator of p while Shibata (1976) demonstrated by 
simulation that when p ~ 9, the AIC correctly identified p 
about 75% of the time. The relative frequency disribution 
for the AR order pi from class 1'i' i=l, 2 is defined as 
follows: 
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P(p.)= 0.25, if p.~~., p.= 1, .•• ,K ~ 9; {
0.75, if pi=~i; 
K=! 1 l. 1 
(10) 
l. 
· O, otherwise, 
· where ~i is estimated from the training sample from the 
population ~i using the Schwarz (1978) criterion; and K is 
the maximum value of pi, i=l,2. 
(2) The Maximum Entropy Distribution. A maximum. 
entropy density incorporates the available partial 
information but is as noninformative as possible. In 
deriving the density for the AR order, the partial 
information is obtainable from the training sample Xi from 
class ii' i=l,2. 
The entropy of the prior density ~(p) of pis defined 
by Kullback (1958) and Parzen (1982} as 
H(p) = Il;(p)logt;(p) 
p 
where IP is the set of allowable values of the AR order p. 
In this study we define the maximum entropy prior density 
as the t;(p) that maximizes H(p) such that Ec(p.)=~., 
.,. l. 1 
where~. is estimated from the training realization and 
l 
E~ is expectation with respect to the probability density 
(. The solution to this maximization problem is, from 




where li'i 1<1 is a constant determined from E~(pi )=~i, 
i = 1 , 2 , and IP = { l , 2 , • • • , K , K < oo} • 
Noting that 
I { 1 - exp(Kli)} exp(p.i.) = exp{l,) , 
l. 1 1 
IP l - exp(:\.) 
we have 
otherwise, 
where Ai is determined from 















= {{exp(li)} 1 {1-exp(li)}, if pi£ P, llil<l; 
0, otherwise. 
That is pi - Geometric(exp(li)). 
Hence E~(pi) = ei gives 
or 
1-exp(l.) 









~ . ( 1 +'p . ) 1 , if p 1. £ IP; 
P(p.) = 1 1 
1 o, otherwise. (11) 
Joint Prior Probability Density for ,pi and ,:-i 
(1) The Multivariate Normal Ganuna. For a specified 
white noise variance 1/,:-. ( ,:- . >0) and AR order p1. , suppose 1 1 
that the a priori probability density of ,pi is the 
multivariate normal with mean µi and covariance matrix 
-1 




( 2:n:) - 2 IE, 11/2 
1 
pi 
,:-T exp[-,:-i (,p. -µ. )'E. (,p. -µ. >], 
1 2 11 111 
pi 1 
where µi£R and ti , a pix pi matrix of constants are 
the hyperparameters of ,pi and Li for fixed pi. 
Hyperparameters are the parameters of the a priori 
distribution of the original parameters. 
If the scale parameter Li has the a priori Gamma 





r(ai/2) a. >O, fJ. >O 1.· 1 
where ai andJJi are the hyperparameters of 'ti. 
The a priori probability density of ei becomes 
{pi+'ti)/ 2 . 1 . , 
P(a.) a: 't, exp{i;r't,((,p.-µ.) i;.(,p.-µ.)+fJ.} P(p1.), (12) 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 J. 1 1 
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where P(pi) is the a priori mass function for the order of 
the AR process from class &i. 
(2) The noninformative prior density. If the 
distributional form of ,pi is. unknown then we assume that q>i 
is simply a vector of real constants in the pi-dimensional 
plane. In that case, ai is distributed a priori as 
--¥li 
P{9i) a: 'ti P(pi), 'ti>O, pi=l,2, ... , (13) 
where qi~O is the hyperparameter for 'ti and P(pi) is the 
prior probability mass function of the AR order p .. 
1 
Time Domain Discriminant Functions 
If~· and~. are jointly distributed as Multivariate 
1 1 
Normal Ganuna Prior Density, then P(Xi)' the marginal 
probability density of Xi is given (as shown in Appendix 
A) by 
N.-2p. 
1 1 -1 -
2 IA, +I:. 1-l/ 2 (kli +~i +13i) 
1 1 l 
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where A.=W.'W. is derived from the training realization X., 
1 1 1 1 
and 
-1 A c1 .=(A.+I:.) (A.,.+E.µ.), 1 1 1 11 11 
I -1 k1 .=(,.-µ.) A.(A.+E.) E,(f.-µ.), 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
r 2 =r((N.+a.-p.)/2). 1 1 1 
Again from the derivation in Appendix A, the 
predictive density P(YNIXi) is given by 
where A0i = w0·w0 is derived from the test realization YN 
from class ,&. , 
1 
and 
N " -1 N I\ 
= ,~.-~. )'Aa,CAa.+A.) A,(~.-,.), 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
ry.= N+N.+q-2p.+2. 
1 1 1 
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If the AR ~rders p 1 and p2 are known, then we may drop 
the summation with respect to pi in equation (15} and the 
predictive density is reduced to 
where 
and 
Hence, when pl and p2 are known, the predictive 
discriminant function simplifies to 
where 
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· •-1 A-1 
-(N+Nl+al~2pl)log(~l+N-rl +Nl'tl +ko1+k21>, 
D4 = (N1+a1-P1)log(k11+~i1 +~1)-(N2+a2-p2)log(k12+~2l+~2), 
and 
Suppose that the prior density for 8i is the vague or 
noninformative prior defined in equation (13). Then from 
P ( x . ) = ~ J J P ( x . t ei ) P ( ,p • l -r . , p . > P < -r . t p . ) d,p . d-r . PC p . }.. 
1 t. 'ti ,pi 1 l l. l. l l l 1 1 
l 
and Appendix A, P(Xi)' the marginal density of Xi is given 
by 
\ . (Ni-2pi)/2 -1/2 · (T)i-N)/2 
~P(Xo)(n/2) IAil (2~i/Ni) r((T)i-N)/2)P(pi). 
pi 
The corresponding predictive probability density, P(YNIXi)' 





N~. + N.~. + k 01. l. ]. l. 
2 
The predictive discriminant function is defined as 
If the AR orders p1 and p2 are known, that is P(pi)=l, 
i=l,2, the summation signs in equation (16) become 
unnecessary and the predictive density P(YNIXi) becomes 
1 
(1/R) l. • l. ~ (N.-p;)/2( IA.I )~· 
where 
IA, +A0 . I l. l. 
r((ni-pi)/2) 
r{ (r,i -N)/2) 
Hence, if p1 and p2 are known, the predictive 
discriminant function corresponding to the vague prior 
density is 
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( IA02+A2I) (All) "'-1 A-1 log +log ~ +(ry2-P2)log(NY2 +N2Y2 +ko2> 
IA01 +A1 1 A2 1 
"'-1 A-1 A-1 
-(ryl-pl)log(Nyl +Nlyl +ko1>+(ryl-N)log(Nlyl ) 
A-1 -(ry2-p2)1og(N2y2 ). 
Frequency_Domain Discriminant Functions 
The spectral density of an a~toregressive process with 
parameter 8 = (f), T, p) is given by (Newton (1988), p.101) 
f (wl8.) = 
1 
1 , j=/(-1), W£(0,l). 
f-1 (wl8i)' the multiplicative inverse of f(wl9i) is defined 
as 
pi 
f-1 (wl9i) = Lill f)i(k)exp(2m.,jk)l 2 , j=/(-1), w£(0,l). 
k=O 
The multiplicative inverse may be expressed (Cook (1985)) 
as the following quadratic form: 
-1 f (wl9, )=L·f>· 'D. (w)f)i' w£(0,l), 
1 1 1 1 
where Di(w) is a pix pi symmetric matrix given by 
cosw ... cos(pi-l)w 
1 ·:· cos(pi-2)~ ) . 
(17) 
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The inverted predictive spectral density may therefore 
be defined at frequency w by 
f-1 (o,1Xil = L J f-1 (0>1ei)P(xi1ei)P(ei)dfid'i 
p. (q,.' 't,) 
1 1 1 
= 
= Ee IX {'t,tp!D.(w)q,. ). , , l. l. 1 1 
l l. 
If the joint prior density of ,pi and 'ti follows the 
multivariate normal gamma density given in equation (12), 
then following Cook (1985), for fixed p., 
l. 
l .. 













l. l. 1 l. 
= -1 Fli F2i' 
= Z~Z.+µ~t.µ.+~.-F 2.Fi~F2 .. ·l. l. l. 1 l. l. 1 1 1 
The inverted predictive spectral density becomes 
f- 1 (Ci>IXi} = l{ tr (Di (<i>) Fli) + i'iNi +q ),p' Di (c.>}tp}P(pi) ( 18) 
pi 
The predictive discriminant function in the frequency 
domain may be evaluated from the data by combining 
equations (8) and (18) as follows: 
where O = (k-1)/N, is the natural frequency at times 
k=l,2, .•. , N of the test realization YN. 
The noninformative prior may be obtained from the 
multivariate normal gamma prior by the simple 
substitutions: 
Ei = 0 and ~i = O. 
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(19) 
Then the inverted predictive spectral density corresponding 
to the noninformative prior is 
where 
tr(G) = trace of matrix G, 
Fli = Ai, 
F2i = w~z .. , 1 l 
B. 
1 
= -1 Fli r'2i I 
and b. = z. 'Z.-F2.Fi:~ F2i 1 1 1 1 1 
discriminate each of the following pairs of AR classes: 
two AR(l) processes, AR(l) versus AR(2), and two AR(2) 
processes. That is, for simulation purposes, the minimum 
and maximum AR orders are respectively 1 and 2. This 
restriction on p. is solely for computational convenience 
l 
to accomodate the immense CPU time required for the 
evaluation of the predictive discriminant functions. The 
theory has been developed for any AR order in the range 
1 ~ p. ~ 9, i=l,2. Further, because the AR series are 
l. 
generated by stationary processes, the mean and variance 
of each series assume the values O and 1 respectively 
without any loss of generality. 
The AR coefficients, fi are chosen to ensure some 
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-resemblance of the spectra for the two AR series being 
discriminated. The problem of discriminating between 
series with distinct spectra is clearly a trivial exercise 
and is not reflective of the practical problems 
encountered in the applicat~ons of discriminant analysis. 
This similarity is readily verified from the superimposed 
spectral plots of Figures 1, 12 and 23. 
The AR coefficients ~i used in this simulation study 
were generated from a short computer program. The computer 
program provided the coefficients and the corresponding 
spectral densities from which those in this study were 
chosen. The three pairs of AR processes for classification 
are as follows (AR(pi) is autoregression from process Bi of 
order pi, i=l,2): 
1. CLASS 1: AR(l) 
Pl= 1 
'P1 = -.8258 
AR Equation: · 
y(t} = .8258y(t-l)+e 
2. CLASS 1 AR(2) 
CLASS 2 AR(l) 
P2 = 1 
'P2 = -.9238 
AR Equation: 
y(t)=.9238y(t-l}+c 
CLASS 2 AR(l} 
P = 2 p - 1 1 2 -
,p' = (.2944, .6503) 'P2 = .9572 
AR Equation : y ( t) = AR Equation: y ( t) = 
- . 2944y( t-1 )- . 6503y-(t':.2J+-e - : 9238y(t-l)+e 
.3. CLASS 1 AR(2) 
Pl= 2 
,p' = (-.8266, -.934) 
AR Equation: y(t) =. 
CLASS 2 : AR(2) 
P2 = 2 
tp' = (-.4939, -.8207) 
AR Equation: y(t) = 
.8266y(t-l}+.9340y(t-2)+£ .4939y(t-l)+.8207y(t-2) + £ 
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Having defined the AR processes for classification we 
must next obtain the training data from each class. 
Training data consist of samples of existing data from 
each AR class. In the simulation situation these samples 
are obtained by generating from each class series of 
lengths (or sizes) 50, 100, 200, and 400. The AR series to 
be classified, ·referred to as the test realization, are 
generated randomly from each class. The lengths of these 
realizations range from small to large as 50, 100, 200, 
and 400. The training data and test realizations are 
combined to determine the error rates. 
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For each combination of training data length and 
length of test realization, 100 test realizations are 
randomly generated from each class and classified 
according to each of the six discriminant functions in the 
time and frequency domains. The J-divergence rate is also 
evaluated for each combination. The entire source code for 
the simulation study was written in SAS (using the IML 
procedure) and is given in Appendix B. Several 
difficulties were encountered not only in writing and 
running the program but also in the graphical.analysis of 
.the results. 
The greatest difficulty arose from the extensive CPU 
time needed to evaluate the discriminant functions. Mo.re 
than 100 minutes of CPU time (on the IBM computer model 
3090) were required to rune .:h of the three simulation 
cases. This extensive demand of CPU time also restricted 
the number of simulation cases to the three listed at the 
beginning of this chapter. The OVERLAY option of the plot 
procedure in SAS is available in two-dimensional not in 
three-dimensional plots. The lack of the OVERLAY option 
meant that in the three-dimensional plotting of (X, Y, Z), 
several values of the third variable, Z could not be 
simultaneously plotted for the same values of X and Y. 
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Thus whereas SAS plots (without superimposed Z-values) can 
not provide a fast and visual comparison of Z-values, such 
plots are possible with EXECUSTAT, a software package for 
statistical analysis. The complexity of the functions that 
had to be evaluted also necessitated the use of 
subroutines and,modules to perform the repetitive tasks. 
All of these subroutines are completely listed and fully 
described in Appendix C. Appendix B contains a listing of 
the SAS source for the simulation program. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of this research was to propose a new 
procedure for the discrimination of univariate 
autoregressive time series of unknown order. The new 
procedure, called the predictive discriminant analysis, is 
based on the evaluation of the discriminant function using 
the predictive density of the observed series. Since no 
population parameters are estimated, the proposed approach 
to classification avoids the usual problems associated 
with discrimination procedures that are based on parameter 
estimation. One such problem is the variability of the 
estimates. 
Chapter I defined the goals of the study and also 
introduced the basic notion of predictive analysis, the 
basis of the new classification method. Chapter II not 
only gave the historical perspective to the general 
classification problem but also outlined the special 
difficulties associated with the discrimination of time 
series. In Chapter III, the estimative and predictive 
forms of the discriminant function were obtained in the 
time and frequency domains. The estimative discriminant 
functions were based on the parameter estimation 
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methods due to Burg (1967, 1968} and due to Yule-Walker 
(Box and Jenkins, 1976}. The predictive forms of the 
discriminant function were obtained using various prior 
densities for the autoregressive parameter e = {~',~,p) 
defined in equation (1), Chapter 1. 
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Two prior densities for the unknown order p were 
given: the subjective prior and the maximum entropy prior. 
The joint prior distribution of the autoregressive 
coefficient, and the innovation variance 1/~ was modelled 
by the vague prior and by the multivariate-normal-gamma 
prior. Predictive densities and the corresponding 
predictive discriminant functions were derived for each 
joint prior density for~ and~. These derivations were 
.obtained in the time and in the frequency domains. The 
simulation study detailed in Chapter IV was based on the 
time and frequency domain evaluation of the estimative and 
predictive discriminant functions. The evaluated predictive 
discriminant functions were derived from the joint vague 
prior density for~ and~ and on the subjective prior for 
the order p. The purpose of the simulation was to 
investigate the accuracy of the proposed new classification 
technique for discriminating between two autoregressive 
processes. To conduct the simulation study, three separate 
and independent pairs of univariate autoregressive 
processes were chosen for classification. 
The first pair consisted of two processes each of 
order l; the second involved an AR process of order 1 and 
an AR process of order 2; the third case compared AR 
processes both of order 2. The three pairs of processes 
were simulated and studied separately and independently. 
The results and conclusions of the simulation studies are 
demonstrated in·the graphs and tables given respectively 
in the list.of Figures and Tables. The description and 
analysis of each graph is given in the next section. 
Graphical Analyses 
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The graphs in the list of Figures are arranged 
according to the classification cases. That is, Figures 
1-11 pertain to the classification of AR(l) processes, 
Figures 12-22 refer to AR(l) and AR{2) and Figures 23-33 
are for AR(2) processes. The analysis for each plot is 
done by a statement of the purpose or objective of the 
plot and the results or conclusions to be drawn from the 
plot. The plots are arranged and analyzed according to the 
following order: spectra, Box and Whisker, Quantile, 
3-dimensional, J-Divergence, Frequency over Time Domain, 
and Relative Improvements and J-Divergence. 
Spectral Plots 
Figures 1, 12 and 23 contain respectively the 
superimposed spectral plots of the simulated series from 
the classification of two AR(l), AR(2) and AR(l), and two 
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AR(2) processes. 
The purpose of the spectral plots is to highlight the 
similarity that exists between the spectra of the AR 
series being discriminated. The closeness of the spectra 
demonstrates the difficulty of attempting to classify the 
AR series solely by their spectra. 
Box and Whisker Plots 
The Box and Whisker plots in Figures 2, 13 and 24 
provide not only the important descriptive features of the 
error rates for each classification scheme but also permit 
· an easy comparison of these features among the six 
discrimination methods considered. 
Each plot contains a central box that extends from the 
first quartile to the third quartile and hence contains 
50\ of the error rates. One whisker extends from the lower 
quartile to the minimum error rate observed; the other 
whisker extends from the upper quartile to the maximum 
error rate. The plus sign in the box gives the location of 
the mean error rate and the center line locates the 
-median. These features are described for each pair of AR 
processes for classification. 
AR(l) Pr6cesses. Figure 2 contains the Box and Whisker 
plots for the discrimination of two AR(l} processes. The 
six plots correspond to the six discriminant functions: 
Predictive, Burg and Yule-Walker, each eva.luated in time 
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and frequency domains. 
An overview of the six plots shows that predictive 
discrimination in the frequency domain yields the best 
(lowest) error rate of about 15% while the Yule-Walker 
procedure, also in the frequency domain, has the worst 
(highest) error rate of about 52%. The plot also shows 
that the predictive discrimination in the frequency domain 
has an average error rate of about 24.51, about 251 of the 
rates are under 19%, one half of the rates fall between 
19% and 30% and that one fourth are above 301. 
AR(l) and AR(2). The Box and Whisker plot for this 
analysis is in Figure 13. Predictive discrimination in the 
frequency domain, as in the previous case, appears to be 
superior to the other classification methods since it 
provides the smallest minimum error rate of about 11% and 
the smallest maximum of about 30.5%. The next best 
discrimination methods are the predictive in time domain, 
Burg in frequency domain, Burg in time domain, and the 
Yule-Walker procedures in the time and frequency domains 
in that order. 
AR(2) Processes. Figure 24 shows that in 
discriminating between two autoregressive series of order 
two, the predictive methods (in time and frequency domains) 
are almost equally effective and perform significantly 
better than the other discrimination procedures. The 
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predictive methods have a mean error rate of 20% and 
approximate minimum and maximum error rates of 13% and 36% 
respectively. The predictive methods are followed by the 
Burg in the frequency domain with an average rate of about 
25%; the minimum and maximum rates are respectively 17% 
and 46%. The worst procedure in terms of error rates 
appears to be Yule-Walker in the frequency domain with the 
highest minimum rate of about 21% and the largest maximum 
rate of 58.5%. 
Quantile Plots 
The quantile plots iti-Figures 3-4, 14-15 and 25-26 
provide percentiles of the error rates. That is, each 
·point on the quantile plot approximates the fraction of 
the error rates that are below a particular value. For 
instance, consider Figure 3, the quantile plot for the 
frequency domain discrimination of AR1 (1) and AR2(1). The 
proportion .475 (or 47.5%) i-ndicates that 47.5% of the 
error rates fall below 171 from using predictive 
discrimination, 19.5% from Burg and 25% from Yule-Walker. 
The Box and Whisker and the Quantile plots do not 
account for the effects of other variables on the error 
rates. For instance, the plots do not relate the sizes or 
lengths of the training data and of the test realizations 
to the error rates. These plots also fail to account for 
the relationship between the error rate and the 
J-divergence rate. The next sections on 3-dimensional and 
J-divergence plots examine these relationships. 
3-Dimensional Plots 
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The 3-dimensional plots in Figures 5-6, 16-17 and 
27-28 show the effects of the lengths of training data and 
test realizations on the error rates. All of the plots 
show that the error rates tend to decrease (improve} as 
the lengths of the training data and test realizations 
increase. The question that remains to be answered is_ a 
determination of which classification is best at various 
sizes of the training data and test realizations. This 
question will be answered on a case by case basis 
·according to the classification of AR1 (1) and AR2(1}, 
AR1(2) and AR2(1) and, AR1(2) and AR2(2) in that order. 
AR(l} and AR(l). The plot of Figure 5 (in frequency 
domain) shows the Yule-Walker error rates.to be 
consistently inferior to (higher than) the predictive and 
Burg rates. This inferiority is most prominent with the 
smaller sizes of the training and test data. The edge that 
the predictive enjoys over the Burg procedure diminishes 
with increasing data size and is virtually nonexistent at 
size 400. 
Figure 6 (in the time domain} also shows the 
predictive procedure to produce error rates that are 
consistently lower than those by the Burg and Yule-Walker 
methods. For large samples of the training and test 
realizations however, the three classification schemes 
appear to be equally effective. 
AR(2) and AR(l). Figures 16 and 17 (in frequency and 
time domains respectively) show the superiority of 
predictive discrimination over Burg and Yule-Walker. 
Whereas Figure 16 shows the Burg procedure to be 
consistently better than Yule-Walker, Figure 17 shows 
these two estimative ~ethods to produce virtually 
identical error rates. 
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AR(2) Processes. Figures 27 and 28 depict respectively 
the frequency and time domain plots for discriminating 
·between two AR(2) processes. Figure 27 shows error rates 
that indicate a distinct and consistent superiority of the 
predictive discrimination over Burg and of Burg over 
Yule-Walker. 
Figure 28 on the other band, while maintaining the 
predictive as the best procedure, shows Burg as having the 
worst error rates especially for small samples. All of 
these methods however recover quickly and have almost 
identical rates for large samples. While the lengths of 
training data and test realizations have a causal effect 
on the error rates, the J-divergence rate attempts to 
account for the magnitude of the error rates. This 
non-causal relationship will be examined in the rest of 
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the Graphical Analyses. 
Error Rates and J-Divergence Plots 
We recall that the J-divergence rate measures the 
amount of available information in the training data and 
test realizations for the discrimination of AR processes. 
We would thus expect the classification errors to decrease 
as the J-divergence increases. This fact is validated by 
Figures 7-8, 18-19 and 29-30 which are derived 
respectively from the discrimination of two AR(l), AR1 (2) 
and AR2(1) and, two AR(2) processes. 
All of the plots show the predictive to be the best 
classification procedure. As the J-divergence rate 
increases, however, the gap in the error rates among the 
three procedures narrows. 
Plots for Time and Frequency 
Domain Comparison 
A practical problem in time series discrimination is a 
determination of the more effective domain of analysis; 
that is, whether the time or the frequency domain provides 
the lower error rates for a given classification 
procedure. Figures 9, 20 and 31 attempt to answer this 
question by plotting the quantity lOO(TIME-FREQ)/TIME 
against the J-divergence rate. FREQ and TIME refer 
respectively to the error rates in the frequency and time 
domains from a given classification method. Hence for a 
specified discrimination procedure, lOO(TIME-FREQ}/TIME 
measures the percent improvement of frequency over time 
domain discrimination at each value of the J-divergence 
rate. 
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AR(l) Processes. In figure 9, the use of the Burg 
procedure in the frequency domain to discriminate between 
two AR(l} series yields an improvement that lies in the 7% 
to 14% range. Figure 9 also shows that Yule-Walker is more 
effective in the time than in the frequency domain with an 
improvement between 7% and 12\. Predictive discrimination 
on the other hand appears to be equally effective in 
either domain. 
AR(2) and AR(l). Figure 20 shows that the Yule-Walker 
and predictive procedures are more effective in time 
domain with relative improvement in the ranges 29% to 59% 
and 23% to 34% respectively. Burg discrimination is more 
efficient in the frequency domain with improvement between 
11% and 22%. 
AR(2) Processes. In Figure 31, while the Burg 
discrimination appears more efficient in the fequency 
domain (14% to 18% relative improvement), Yule-Walker and 
predictive procedures show no discernible difference 
between domains. 
Plots for Improvement Rate and J-Divergence 
Figures 10-11, 21-22 and 32-33 show respectively 
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pairwise comparisons of the three discriminant functions 
for the classification of AR(l) versus AR(l), AR(2) versus 
AR(l) and AR(2) versus AR(2). Each figure plots the 
ordinate lOO(a-b)/a against the J-divergence rate. The 
quantities a and b denote the error rates from the two 
discriminant functions being. compared. 
These plots attempt to determine which of two 
discrimination criteria A and Bis more accurate at a 
given rate of J-divergence. Points on the plots that fall 
above the zero mark correspond to method B having lower 
error rates than method A while points below zero indicate 
that Bis a better classifier at the given value of 
J-divergence. We now compare each pair of classification 
·procedures by an examination of each plot. 
AR(l) Processes. Figure 10 shows the predictive and 
Burg procedures with significant improvements over 
Yule-Walker, with relative improvements ranging 
respectively from 17% to 21% and from 14% to 17.5%. The 
improvement of predictive discrimination over Burg on the 
other hand ranges between 0.5% and 7%. 
The time domain comparisons are provided in Figure 11. 
In this figure, the greatest improvement is by the 
predictive over Burg, followed by predictive over 
Yule-Walker. This figure also shows Yule-Walker out 
performing Burg in the amount .2% to 7.8%. 
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AR{2) and AR(l). Figures 21 and 22 are respectively the 
frequency and time domain plots. In the frequency domain, 
while the Burg and predictive procedures out perform 
Yule-Walker, Burg is seen to have improvements between 6% 
and 18% over predictive discrimination. In time domain, no 
substantial difference is noticed between the predictive 
and Yule-Walker procedures. However significant 
improvements can be seen of both the predictive and 
Yule-Walker over Burg. 
AR(2) Processes. The frequency domain plot of Figure 32 
shows that the Burg has an almost constant improvement of 
about 21.5% over Yule-Walker. The predictive procedure has 
·significant improvements over Burg and Yule-Walker, the 
most dramatic improvement, ranging between 35% and 41%, 
being over Yule-Walker. 
In the time domain, Figure 33 shows a constant but 
insignificant improvement of Burg over Yule-Walker. The 
most improvement comes from the predictive over 
Yule-Walker and Burg. 
Conclusions 
The principal objective of this study was to determine 
which of three discrimination procedures - Burg, 
Yule-Walker and predictive - provided the lowest error 
rates in the classification of two autoregressive 
processes. The processes were assumed to be linear, 
stationary and of unknown order. 
The simulation study has shown that of the three 
classifications, predictive analysis produces the lowest 
error rates in both time and frequency domains. The 
largest margin of this superiority is in the frequency 
domain. This frequency domain edge is probably due to the 
fact that whereas the discriminant function in the 
frequency domain is evaluated from all available 
information, the time domain function loses some 
information (from the training and test realizations) 
which is uaed as the initial condition to the difference 
equation (1). However, the asymptotic error rates are 
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·barely distinguishable among the three methods. The study 
also shows that the estimative procedures of Burg and 
Yule-Walker tend to produce higher error rates for 
increasing orders of the autoregressions. This tendency is 
probably due to the fact th~t higher AR orders correspond 
to more AR parameters that must be estimated thus 
increasing the risk of estimation errors. 
The results of the study lead to a recommendation of 
the predictive procedure in the frequency domain especially 
for AR series of order more than one. It should be noted 
however that the accuracy of predictive discrimination 
comes with a high cost of CPU time and requires 
substantial computer programming. 
Further Work 
The technique of predictive discrimination may be 
extended to other areas such as 
(1) Nonlinear Time Series 
(2) Moving average processes 
{3) Multivariate time series 
(4) The consideration of priors other than those in this 
study for modeling the AR parameters. 
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SOME FORMULA DERIVATIONS 
Suppose that a given series Xn obeys the 
autoregressive model with parameters ,p, Land p. Assume 
that for fixed p, the joint prior density of ,p and Lis the 
multivariate normal ganuna defined in Chapter III, section 
3.2.2. 
1. P(X.), the Marginal Density of X. 
1 1 
From the definition of P(Xi) in Chapter III, section 
3.2, we have 
P(X )ltl 1 / 2 J N+a -1 0 ~ 't A-1 




x J exp{-+ [ (..-~) 'A(11-~)+(p-µ) 'I:(p-µ) ]}d¢T, 
,p 
where ~-land~ are respectively sample estimates from the 
training realization X and are defined on Page 28. From Box 
and Tiao (1973, p. 418), the quadratic forms under the 
second integral may be combined as follows: 
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where c1 = (A+E)-1 (Aq,+Eµ), 
and kl= (q,-µ)'A(A+E)- 1E(q,-µ). 
Hence the integral with respect to q, becomes 
exp(-+ k1 ) J exp{-+ (11-c1 )' (A+E)(!>-c1 )dq, 
(f) 
p 
= exp(-fk1)(2n;/,:~ IA+El-l/ 2 
Thus P(~) reduces to 
The integral part is evaluated as 
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A combination of the last two expressions and taking 
expectation with respect to P(pi), the distribution of pi 
yields equation (8), the exp_ression for P(~). 
2. The Predictive Density, P(YNIXn) 
The numerator of P(YNtX) (suppressing then subscript 
is 
P(X )IEl 1/ 2 J N+n+a-p_l N 
0 2 { 'C (A 
(2n) (n-p)/2 ,: exp -T ,: + ,: + p)} 
"t 
X J exp{ - + [ (q,-f)) 'A(,-,)+ ( q,-µ) 'E(qJ-µ) + ( ,-q,) 'Ao(,.-,) ]}d.,dT. 
q> 
Combining the quadratic forms successively, the integral 
with respect to, is reduced to 
exp(-T/2)J exp{- f<v-c2)'T(A0+A+t)(9-c2)}dt> 
' 
p/2 -1/2 
= exp(-1:/2) (2rc/'r) IA0+A+I:I 
where co = (Ao+ A)-l(Ao' +A,p) 
ko = 
NA -1 N ~ 
<,-,>'Ao(A+Ao> A<,-,> 
c2 = (Ao+A+E)-1[(Ao+A)co+I:µ] 
The numerator of P(YIXn) then becomes 
P(X )P(Y ) ( ) l/2 J , q+a;q -1 0 0 It I 1:U 
- (N+n-3p )7 2 i A+A0 +E 1 1: exp(- ""2')dT, 
( 2n) T 
where u = N;-l + n;-1+ p + k2 + k0 
and ij = N +n + q +2 -2p. · 
Noting that the integral part of the last expression is 
the predictive density in equation (11) is obtained upon 
division of the numerator of P(YIXn) by P(Xn). 
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APPENDIX B 


















































IF P>l THEN 



















PHIYW=PH( IP, I); 
*END YULE-WALKER ESTIMATES; 
















IF P>l THEN 
DO 1=2 TOP; 
NUM=O.O; 
DEN=O.O; 
DO T=l TON-I; 
TEMP=PART(II-11); 
END; 









DO K=l TO I-l; 
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PH ( I I , K I ) = PH ( l I - l , K I ) - PART ( I I I) * PH ( I I - l , I - K l ) ; 
END; 
END; 
PHIBG=PH( IP, I); 
ERRVBG=ERRVAR(lPI); 
*END BURG ESTIMATES; 
FINISH BGYW; 
*END BGYW SUBROURINE; 
*BEGIN SUBROUTINE D-MATRIX AT FREQUENCY FREQ; 
START DMATRIX(D,P,FREQ,N); 
D=J(P,P,O); 
DO I=l TOP; 






*END SUBROUTINE DMATRIX; 









IF IPl>l THEN 





IF IP2>1 THEN 





















*END SUBROUTINE DISCFN; 
*BEGIN SUBROUTINE STATS; 
START STATS(V,Z,W,A,AlNV,WZ,PHI,Y,N,P); 
Z=Y( IP+l:NI ); 
W=Y( IP:N-11 ); 
DO M=2 TOP; 








*END SUBROUTINE STATS; 





IF MOD(E,2)=0.0 THEN 




DO J=l TO (E-1)/2; 
GAM=GAM*(2*J-l)/(DEND); 
END; 
IF MOD(E,2)=0.5 THEN GAM=GAM*SQRT(22/7); 
RETURN ( GAM} ; 
FINISH GAMM; 
*END SUBROUTINE GAMM; 
.. , ' 
FINALPR=J(l,7,1); 
CPR="LTRAIN" "LTEST" "JDIV" "ERROTMPR" 
"ERROFRPR" "SDTMPR" "SDFRPR"; 
CREATE PRED.DATA FROM FIKALPR (ICOLNAME=CPRI); 
FINALEST=J(l,11,0); 
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C="LTRAIN" "LTEST" "JDIV" "ERRO'l'MBG" "ERROTMYW" "ERROFRBG" 
"ERROFRYW" "SDTMBG" "SDTMYW" "SDFRBG" "SDFRYW"; 
CREATE EST.DATA FROM FINALEST (ICOLNAME=CJ}; 
SIGMAl=u1 ; 
SIGMA2=<12; 




MAXP=MAXIMUM AR ORDER ALLOWED; 
LTRAIN=25; 












FREE ERRVARl ERRVAR Bl B2 PARTl PBl ACl AICl PBIBG PBIYW; 
FREE ERRVAR Bl B2 PART PB AC AIC; 
LTEST=25; 
DO LTE=l TO 4 BY l; 
LTEST=LTEST*2; 
MAXPEAKS=.l*LTEST; 























PK=PKT( I,## l); 








PK=PKT( l ,## l); 



















TIMEBGl<O THEN NTBGl=NTBGl+l; 
TIMEYWl<O THEN NTYWl=NTYWl+l; 
FREQBGl>O THEN NFBGl=NFBGl+l; 









IF TIMEBG2>0 THEN NTBG2=NTBG2+1; 
IF TIMEYW2>0 THEN NTYW2=NTYW2+1; 
IF FREQBG2<0 THEN NFBG2=NFBG2+1; 


























DO K=l TO MAXPEAKS; 





*EVALUATE TIME DOMAIN PREDICTIVE DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS; 




















IF P=Pl THEN 
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IF P=P2 THEN 





















IF P=Pl THEN 
DO I=l TO 3; 











RUN STATS(VO ,ZO ,WO ,AO ,AO.INV ,WZO ,PHIO, Y2 ,LTEST ,P); 
FO=TRACE(D*AO}+(LTRAIN+l)*PHIO'*D*PHIO/VO; 
IF P=P2 THEN 











END; *END LOOP FOR P=l TO MAXIMUM P; 
















END; *END LOOP FOR PEAK FREQUENCIES; 
DO I=l TO 3; 
IF TIMEPRl( I I l )< 0 THEN NTl( I I l )=NTl( I I I )+1; 
IF FREQPRl(lII)> 0 THEN NFl(IIl)=NFl(lll)+l; 
IF TIMEPR2(1Il)> 0 THEN NT2(IIl)=NT2(1Il}+l; 
IF FREQPR2(1II)< 0 THEN NF2(1Il)=NF2(IIl)+l; 
END; *END I PROB; 
END;*GENERATION OF NTEST REALIZATIONS; 
TEMP=2*NTEST; 





















FINALEST=LTRAIN t I LTEST I I JDIV I l ERROTMBG I l ERROTMYW I I 
ERROFRBGllERROFRYWI ISDTMBGIISDTMYWIISDFRBGI ISDFRYW; 
SETOUT EST.DATA; APPEND FROM FINALEST; 
. , 
FINALPR=LTRAINlfLTESTIIJDIVI IERROTMPRl IERROFRPRI I 
SDTMPR I I SDFRPR; 
SETOUT PRED.DATA; APPEND FROM FINALPR; 
END;* END DO LOOP FOR LTE=l TO LTEST; 
END; * END TRAINING DATA GENERATION: DO LOOP LTR=l,LTRAIN; 
CLOSE EST.DATA; 
CLOSE PRED.DATA; 
PROC PRINT DATA=EST.DATA; 
PROC PRINT DATA=PRED.DATA; 
APPENDIX C 
SUBROUTINES USED IN THE SIMULATION STUDY 
1. BGYW(PHBG,PHIYW,ERRVBG,ERRVYW,X,N,P); 
PURPOSE: To estimate AR coefficients and error variance by 
the Burg and Yule-Walker estimation criteria. 
INPUT: An AR series X of size N and order P. 
OUTPUT: PHIBG, PHIYW, ERRVBG, ERRVYW, where 
PHIBG = Burg estimate off, the AR coefficients, 
PHIYW = Yule-Walker estimate off, 
ERRVBG = Burg estimate of 1/~, the error variance, 
ERRVYW = Yule-Walker estimate of 1/~. 
2. DISCFN(TDISCFN,FDISCFN,JDIV,SER,IPl,IP2,N,PHl,PH2, 
VAR1,VAR2,PH01,PH02,VAR01,VAR02,Dl,D2,PKFRQ,MAXPK) 
PURPOSE: To evaluate the discriminant functions in time 
and frequency domains and also to evaluate the 
J-divergence rate. 
INPUT: SER=test realization of length N, 
IPl=estimated order of AR class 1 
IP2=estimated order of AR class 2, 
N=length of test realization for classification, 
PHl=estimate of~ using training data from class 1, 
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PH2=estimate off using training data from class 2, 
VARl=estimate of error variance 1/T from training data 
in class 1, 
VAR2=estimate of error variance l/T from traing data in 
class 2, 
PHOl=estimate off using test realization SER ASSUMED 
to come from class l, 
PH02=estimate of, using test realization SER ASSUMED 
to come from class 2, 
VAROl=estimate of Tusing test realization SER assumed 
to come from class l, 
VAR02=estimate of Tusing test realization SER assumed 
to come from class 2, 
Dl=matrix from subroutine DMATRIX assuming class 1, 
D2=matrix from subroutine DMATRIX assuming class 2, 
PKFRK=vector of peak frequencies identified by the FFT, 
Fast Fourier Transform, 
MAXPK=the maximum length of the vector PKFRK. 
OUTPUT: TDISCFN=Time domain discriminant function, 
FDISCFN=Frequency domain discriminant function, 
JDIV=J-divergence rate • 
.!:.._DMATRIX(D,P,FREQ,N) 
PURPOSE: To create the pxp matrix, D(@} at frequency@, 
[ 
Cosl~ cos6> ..• cos(p-1)6>) - 1 ... cos(p-2}@ 
D(w) = • • • 
cos(~-1)@ cos(p-2)6> .~. ~ 
INPUT: P, FREQ, N where 
p = the order of a series, 
FREQ = the estimated frequency, and 
N = the length of the AR series. 
OUTPUT: A p by p symmetric Matrix D of c·osine 
4. GAMM(E,A) 




INPUT: Eis a positive integer and A is greater than zero. 
OUTPUT: The computed value of r(E/2) 
(A/2)E/2 
5. PAIC(X,N,MXP) 
. PURPOSE: To use the AIC (the Akaike Information Criterion) 
to estimate the order of a given time series. 
INPUT: The time series X of length N and maximum order 
MXP. 
OUTPUT: The estimated order of X. 
6. STATS(V,Z,W,A,AINV,WZ,PHI,Y,N,P) 
PURPOSE: To obtain some basic statistics for the 
evaluation of discriminant functions. 
INPUT: Y = (y(l), ••. , y(P}}', a time series vector 
of length N and order P. 
OUTPUT: Z = (y(P+l}, ... ,y(N)}', 
( 
y(P) 
w = y(r+l) 
y(N-1) 
A = W'W, 
AINV = A"" 1 
WZ = W'Z, 
PHI= AINV*W'Z, 
y(P+l} 
y(P) . . . 
y(N-2) 
... y(l) 
y(2) . . . 
..• y(N-P) 









ERROR RATES AND J-DIVERGENCE FROM AR(!) 
VERSUS AR(l) CLASSIFICATION 
(a) DATA refers to the length of the training data, 
(b) TEST refers to the length of the 
test realization, 
(c) JDIV refers to the J-Divergence rate, 
(d) The first entry for each (DATA,TEST) tuple is 
the misclassification percentage; the second 
entry is the corresponding standard error. 
(e) TIME DOMAIN RATES: 1 = PREDICTIVE; 
3 = BURG; 
4 = YULE-WALKER 
FREQUENCY DOMAIN RATES: 2 = PREDICTIVE; 
5 = BURG; 
6 = YULE-WALKER 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
CLASSIFICATION METHOD 
DATA TEST JDIV 1 2 3 4 5 6 
50 50 0.94 42.94 41. 86 48.46 47.52 43.63 51. 66 
4.95 4.93 5.00 4.99 4.96 5.00 
50 100 0.99 35.86 35.41 41. 02 39.46 36.28 43.34 
4.80 4.78 4.92 4.89 4.81 4.96 
50 200 1.10 28.34 28.33 32.84 31. 02 28.55 34.40 
4.51 4.51 4.70 4.63 4.52 4.75 
50 400 1.38 21. 46 21. 64 25.10 23.38 21. 55 26.13 
4.11 4.12 4.34 4.23 4.11 4.39 
100 50 1.06 34.67 33.44 38.68 38.56 35.36 41. 56 
4.76 4.72 4.87 4.87 4.78 4.93 
100 100 1.12 30.65 29.88 34.59 33.92 31.14 36.88 
4.61 4.58 4.76 4.73 4.63 4.82 
100 200 1.25 25.57 25.26 29.26 28.14 25.88 30.91 
4.36 4.34 4.55 4.50 4.38 4.62 
100 400 1.56 20.19 20.18 23.39 22.10 20.34 24.51 
4.01 4.01 4.23 4.15 4.03 4.30 
200 50 1.37 26.62 25.48 29.46 29.70 27.21 31. 83 
4.42 4.36 4.56 4.57 4.45 4.66 
200 100 1.45 24.69 23.81 27.54 27.45 25.17 29.59 
4.31 4.26 4.47 4.46 4.34 4.56 
200 200 1.62 21.82 21.27 24.62 24.15 22.17 26.25 
4.13 4.09 4.31 4.28 4.15 4.40 
200 400 2.02 18.20 17.97 20.82 20.02 18.41 21.99 
3.86 3.84 4.06 4.00 3.88 4.14 
400 50 2.29 19.74 18.80 21. 73 22.06 20.20 23.56 
3.98 3.91 4.12 4.15 4.02 4.24 
400 100 2.42 18.92 18.10 20.93 21.10 19.34 22.62 
3.92 3.85 4.07 4.08 3.95 4.18 
400 200 2.70 17.54 16.92 19.57 19.51 17.89 21.03 
3.80 3.75 3.97 3.96 3.83 4.07 
400 400 3.37 15.50 15.11 17.49 17.16 15.75 18.65 




ERROR RATES AND J-DIVERGENCE FROM AR(2) 
VERSUS AR(l) CLASSIFICATION 
(a) DATA refers to the length of the training data, 
(b) TEST refers to the length of the 
test realization, 
(c) JDIV refers to the J-Divergence rate, 
(d) The first entry for each (DATA,TEST) tuple is 
the misclassification percentage; the second 
entry is the corresponding standard error. 
(e) TIME DOMAIN RATES: 1 = PREDICTIVE; 
3 = BURG; 
4 = YULE-WALKER 
FREQUENCY DOMAIN RATES: 2 = PREDICTIVE; 
5 = BURG; 
6 = YULE-WALKER 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
CLASSIFICATION METHOD 
DATA TEST JDIV 1 2 3 4 5 6 
50 50 1.03 31.21 30.51 40.72 43.57 35.69 44.15 
4.63 4.60 4.91 4.96 4.79 4.97 
50 100 1.15 27.06 27.15 34.95 37.05 31.02 37.64 
4.44 4.45 4.77 4.83 4.63 4.84 
50 200 1.42 22.12 22.66 28.32 29.78 25.41 30.32 
4.15 4.19 4.51 4.57 4.35 4.60 
50 400 2.16 17.16 17.83 21.84 22.83 19. 74 23.29 
3.77 3.83 4.13 4.20 3.98 4.23 
100 50 1.23 24.37 23.21 32.11 34.65 27.81 35.02 
4.29 4.22 4.67 4.76 4.48 4.77 
100 100 1.37 22.27 21. 78 29.07 31.10 25.47 31. 51 
4.16 4.13 4.54 4.63 4.36 4.65 
100 200 1.69 19.30 19.37 24.93 26.42 22.13 26.85 
3.95 3.95 4.33 4.41 4.15 4.43 
100 400 2.58 15. 76 16.15 20.18 21.21 18.10 21.60 
3.64 3.68 4.01 4.09 3.85 4.12 
200 50 1.76 18.26 17.02 24.24 26.32 20.80 26.56 
3.86 3.76 4.29 4.40 4. 06 4.42 
200 100 1.96 17.35 16.52 22.86 24.67 19.80 24.93 
3.79 3.71 4.20 4.31 3.98 4.33 
200 200 2.42 15.86 15.50 20.69 22.14 18.13 22.43 
3.65 3.62 4.05 4.15 3.85 4.17 
200 400 3.68 13.73 13.78 17.74 18.80 15.74 19.10 
3.44 3.45 3.82 3.91 3.64 3.93 
400 50 3.59 13.34 12.25 17.78 19.38 15.17 19.54 
3.40 3.28 3.82 3.95 3.59 3.96 
400 100 3.98 12.98 12.10 17.22 18.70 14.78 18.87 
3.36 3.26 3.78 3.90 3.55 3.91 
400 200 4.92 12.33 11.74 16.24 17.53 14.07 17.72 
3.29 3.22 3.69 3.80 3.48 3.82 
400 400 7.49 11. 26 11.01 14.70 15.73 12.88 15.94 
3.56 3.13 3.54 3.64 3.35 3.66 
TABLE III 
ERROR RATES AND J-DIVERGENCE FROM AR(2) 
VERSUS AR(2) CLASSIFICATION 
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Notes: (a) DATA refers to the length of the training data, 
(b) TEST refers to the length of the test 
realization, 
(c) JDIV refers to the J-Divergence rate, 
(d) The first entry for each (DATA,TEST) tuple is 
the misclassification percentage; the second 
entry is the corresponding standard error. 
(e) TIME DOMAIN RATES: 1 = PREDICTIVE; 
3 = BURG; 
4 = YULE-WALKER 
FREQUENCY DOMAIN RATES: 2 = PREDICTIVE; 
5 = BURG; 
6 = YULE-WALKER 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
CLASSIFICATION METHOD 
DATA TEST JDIV 1 2 3 4 5 6 
50 50 1.11 36.24 35.96 54.88 56.54 45.80 58.42 
4.81 4.80 4.98 4.96 4.98 4.93 
50 100 1.30 29.36 29.49 44.00 45.58 36.87 46.90 
4.55 4.56 4.96 4.98 4.82 4.99 
50 200 1. 77 22.65 22.97 33.64 35.02 28.29 35.90 
4.19 4.21 4.72 4.77 4.50 4.80 
50 400 3.30 16.87 17.22 24.90 26.00 20.99 26.59 
3.75 3.78 4.32 4.39 4.07 4.42 
100 50 1. 36 30.24 29.67 46.25 47.41 38.45 49.18 
4.59 4.57 4.99 4.99 4.86 5.00 
100 100 1. 59 25.92 25.72 39.26 40.45 32.76 41. 79 
4.38 4.37 4.88 4.91 4.69 4.93 
100 200 2.17 20.97 21.06 31.43 32.56 26.33 33.50 
4.07 4.08 4.64 4.69 4.40 4.72 
100 400 4.05 16.15 16.38 23.99 24.96 20.17 25.59 
3.68 3.70 4.27 4.33 4.01 4.36 
200 50 2.05 23.85 23.19 36.75 37.53 30.47 39.05 
4.26 4.22 4.82 4.84 4. 60 4.88 
200 100 2.39 21. 58 21.17 33.00 33.83 27.44 35.09 
4.11 4.08 4.70 4.73 4.46 4.77 
200 200 3.26 18.48 18.34 27.99 28.84 23.36 29.80 
3.88 3.87 4.49 4.53 4.23 4.57 
200 400 6.07 14.94 15.00 22.38 23.19 18.76 23.86 
3.56 3.57 4.17 4.22 3.90 4.26 
400 50 4.61 18.01 17.41 27.88 28.41 23.08 29.61 
3.84 3.79 4.48 4.51 4.21 4.57 
400 100 5.38 16.98 16.51 26.16 26.72 21.69 27.80 
3.75 3.71 4.40 4.42 4.12 4.48 
400 200 7.34 15.36 15.06 23.48 24.07 19.53 24.97 
3.61 3.58 4.24 4.28 3.96 4.33 
400 400 13.65 13.15 13.05 19.91 20.51 16.62 21.20 
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Figure 5. Error Rates and. Lengths of Training Data, 
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Figure 21. IMPROVEMENT RATE AND J~DIUERGENCE FOR 
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Figure 22. IMPROVEMENT RATE AND J-DIOERGENCE FOR 
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Figure 24. Box and Whisker Plot for ARCZ) us. ARC2) -tv co 
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Figure 31. IHPROUEHENT OF FREQUENCY OVER TINE 
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Figure 3z. IMPROVEMENT RATE AND J-DIUERGENCE FOR 
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